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Cross sectionsare calculated for electromagneticwave scattering and mode transformation
from magnetic and density fluctuations in a homogeneousplasma. For the special caseof
scattering perpendicular to the magnetic field, density fluctuations scatter ordinary to ordinary
and extraordinary to extraordinary modes-but cannot transform thesemodes. On the other
hand, magnetic fluctuations perpendicular to the field can transform modes but cannot scatter
on a single branch. For incident frequencieson the order of the electron plasma frequency or
gyrofrequency, the cross sectionsfor scattering and transformation due to field and density
fluctuations have a similar value. Estimates are given for scattering in a tokamak plasma with
special emphasison the question of how to detect and localize magnetic field fluctuations. Ray
tracing calculations, estimatesof practical limitations on polarization technique, and lower
bound estimateson density and magnetic fluctuation levels show that magnetic fluctuations
can be detectedand localized by this method.

I. INTRODUCTION
It is important to develop diagnostics that can detect
magnetic fluctuations in a fusion plasma, especiallybecause
of the interconnection between magnetic fluctuations and
transport.’ Such a diagnostic for tokamaks must overcomea
universal problem: the level of magnetic fluctuations is much
lower than that of the electron density fluctuations. Typically, the density fluctuations arise from electron drift wave
fluctuation? with
Sn,/n,

zp*/L,,

(1)

where pI = r, ( T,/Ti)“*,
L, = - n,/(dn,/&)
is the
density gradient length scale,and r,, is the electron gyroradius. In particular, Liewer3 (see also Orlinskij and Magyar” ) has consideredthe dependenceof the experimentally
determined&,/n,, on the drift theoretical parameterp,/L,
for various tokamaks. Typically one can consider
Sn,/n,, z 10 - 3. On the other hand, magnetic field fluctuations are due to magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) processes
which have a low-frequency, long-wavelength coherent
component and a high-frequency, short-wavelength incoherent part. Scattering experimentstypically measurelarge
poloidal mode number (m z 100) fluctuations. These magnetic fluctuations have been measured in the edge region
with Mirnov loops6 and, in very small tokamak devices,
with interior magnetic probes.’High-frequency probe measurements give Sl3/B, --lO-4-1O-5 in the interior of Microtor for w/21r<30 kHz, and 6B /Bo z 10 - ‘-10 - 6 at the
edgeof TFTR in the range 100kHz<&2r< 150kHz. Thus,
for the interior of TFTR,3T4one might expect a relative fluctuation level
( y$yn~~)m>l

~10-4-10--~.

(2)

The question that is posed here is the following: Are
619

there any magnetic fluctuation effectson wave scattering in
tokamaks which are experimentally observable?(In ignited
plasmas,it is expectedthat super Alfvtnic alphas will drive
various instabilities that can possibly raise this level of magnetic to density fluctuations.)
Typically, the scattering of electromagneticwaves in a
plasmahas beenthought to be causedexclusivelyby electron
density fluctuations. This is certainly the casefor sufficiently
high frequencywaves,wi ) wP (where wPe’ = &n,,,e’/m,
),
since the plasma dielectric tensor E reduces to the identity
tensor: eii ~8,. For lower frequency waves it is no longer a
good approximation to take eii --Sii and now the effects of
transversemodes and magnetic fluctuations can be important. Consider, for example, the scattering of microwave radiation using the extraordinary (X) mode propagating perpendicular to the magnetic field B with frequency
Wxope ~=o,, = eB/m,c. The scattering cross section for
forward scattering can be roughly estimated from the Landau and Lifshitz’ variational expression
crz.((j&

d3x)Z),

where the cold plasma dielectric tensor
+

4,”

J).

Here
S= 1 - [a/(1 -P)],
P=l-o,
with
a = co&/w2,

p = of/w’.

(4)

D=

-

[cx/~“~/(I

+,I,*

(5)
(6)

From Eq. (4), one can readily derive the cold dispersion
relation for the wavespropagating in the plasma. In particu-
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lar, for perpendicular wave propagation, the refractive index
N = ck /w preservesthe block diagonal structure of E, Eq.
(4) : from the e33element one obtains the linearly polarized
ordinary (0) mode refractive index
N:,=l-CY,
(7)
while from the 2 X 2 submatrix one obtains the elliptically
polarized X-mode index
N:, = l- [cr(l --a)/(1 -o--a,].
(8)
Thus, for perpendicular X-mode scattering, the 2 x 2 submatrix eii = N: 6,. We can now estimate the variation

Sn
= SE,2 -l-SE Ez
B B.
no,

*

Hence the relative contribution of the magnetic to density
fluctuations to the scattering cross section

SEB
WC1 - ff)
-=
=0(l).
+a2
SE” (1 -#f?)(l-2a)
Thus, if the fluctuation level of SB/B, is comparable to
SnJn,,, then one might expect to seemagnetic field fluctuations causing a significant part of the scattering. From Eq.
(2)) this seemsto rule out the detection of scattering from
magnetic fluctuations. However, as will become apparent
later, this result relates only to forward scattering from density and parallel magnetic fluctuations. Furthermore, scattering of the same order of magnitude can produce mode
conversion from perpendicular magnetic fluctuations. It
should be noted that there have been somerecent experimental attempts5*9-”at X-mode scattering from density fluctuations in TFTR.
Consider, now, 0 + X mode scattering in an inhomogeneous plasma with incident frequency w <w,. An incident 0 mode will approach a cutoff near the local plasma
frequency (a -+ 1, N s -+0) and be reelected.An X mode will
propagate through this cutoff layer (at which Ni z 1) and
through the plasma and emerge on the other side provided
the plasma density remains below the X-mode cutoff (e.g.,
a+1 +P”2=: 3 for the TFTR 60 GHz scattering system at
5 T) . Now for mode propagation perpendicular to B, the 0
mode is linearly polarized along B, while the X mode is elliptically polarized in a plane perpendicular to B. Since density
fluctuations are scalar in nature, they cannot force this
O-+X mode conversion. The major scattering processwhich
can produce this mode conversion will incorporate the tensorial magnetic fluctuations and several experiments’2*‘3
have recently proposed this O-X scattering as a possible
magnetic fluctuation diagnostic.
Theseconclusions are strictly valid only for exactly perpendicular propagation to B. But all radiation from antenna
sourceshave finite beamwidths as well as angular and polarization resolution limitations. Those components of the incident O-mode beam that are not exactly perpendicular to B
can mode convert to an X mode due to density fluctuations
alone. Since density fluctuation levels are so much higher
than the magnetic fluctuations, Eq. (2)) we need to examine
620
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whether this density fluctuation scattering will mask that
from magnetic fluctuations. This finite angular width effect
is considered in Sec. III.
Typically, microwave or millimeter wave transmitting
and receiving antennascan resolve polarizations to a resolution better than 10-‘. With special attention to wall reflections and antenna design much higher resolution can be obtained. It is important to be able to distinguish the elliptically
polarized X mode scattered by magnetic fluctuations from
the linearly polarized 0 mode scattered by density tluctuations. This effect is considered in Sec. V for large angle
scattering-for small angle scattering one can readily avoid
the polarization resolution problem by choosing cross-sectional launch sites such that the 0 mode will encounter its
cutoff layer and be deflected away from the detector.
Another nonideal effect that can cloud the desired signal is the polarization mismatch of the incident 0 mode with
the magnetic field at the plasma edge. In particular there are
two issues here: (i) the launch polarization can be slightly
mismatched with the field normal resulting in the unwanted
generation of the wrong mode, and (ii) the shear in the magnetic field at low densities results directly in mode conversion becausethe wave polarization does not rotate with the
field direction. in either case,this polarization mismatch can
yield some O-+X mode conversion due to density fluctuations near the edge of the plasma. This X mode can then
propagate through the O-mode cutoff layer and reach the
detector. This effect is considered in Sec. VI. We wish to
stressthat the main point of this investigation is to ascertain
the experimental accuracy levels that need to be achieved in
order to make the required measurementsand to show that
these levels are not excluded by other plasma effects. Plasma
inhomogeneity effects are discussedin Sec. IV and are handled by ray tracing techniques. The differential scattering
cross section is derived in Sec. II.
In Sec. VII we consider the complementary problem of
incident X-mode scattering and its possible use as a diagnostic for magnetic fluctuations. Finally, in Sec. VIII, we summarize the results of our investigation.
Ii. SCATTERING THEORY
A. Introduction

While scattering theory is a fairly well-developed subject,‘4+1srecent theoretical work’&” has been concerned
with the possibility of using electromagnetic scattering to
determine the alpha particle distribution function in a fusion
plasma. These theories’“” dealt with collective scattering
from density fluctuations in a homogeneous infinite plasma
in the electrostatic approximation. Chiuz3 has considered
electromagnetic effects on density fluctuations while Aamodt and Russe1l24have included scattering from magnetic
fluctuations. However, all these alpha particle theories still
assumed a homogeneous,infinite plasma. Here, we will extend these theories to handle toroidal inhomogeneities
through ray tracing to and from the scattering volume and
concentrate on the possibilities of microwave scattering to
detect magnetic fluctuations. The distinction25-27*20
between
scattering into the detector ray solid angle rather than into
Vahala, Vahala, and Bretz
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the wave vector solid angle is also considered explicitly here.
This gives rise to certain geometric factors not present in the
Sitenkoi4 formulation which is concerned with scattering
into the wave vector solid angle.
B. Derivation

of the differential

scattering

cross section

In the Sitenko14 formalism for scattering from fluctuations in a locally homogeneousmagnetized plasma, the incident wave is treated as a monochromatic plane wave satisfying
dZE.
= 0,
+ 5 ei. I
a2t

VxVxEi

(11)

where ei is the plasma dielectric tensor. The scattered field
E, satisfies
d2E
VXVXE, +$e+=
---34~ dJ,
(12)

a3

2

at

where J, is the current due to the interaction of the incident
plane wave ( kj,wi ) with the plasma density, velocity, and
magnetic fluctuations Sne(k,w), Sv(k,o), GB(k,w). From
the conservation of momentum and energy, the scattered
wave number and frequency are given by
k, = ki + k, w, = wi + w.
(13)
Fourier transforming Eq. ( 11)) and using the MHD equations to determine the scattering current J,, one obtains

c2kf kc&s,
H4 -- k: 6, + c8(ks,~,)
I ~%,~(k,,w,)
wi [Se, -Eao(ki,tii)]
0,

=Eis(ki,ai)

+ ’ [Sac -Ea~(ks,~s)](ki,p~~~
*i

Gn,(k,w) +L---. wi
Pa, - ~ay(ks,~s)]q7
n0,
m,c aie

- k,capB) + - @’ [ 6, - Eqp(ki,ai I] (k,S<p + ki,pSr,,<)
w&

&,,)su,OW],
+ [‘co-EcB-BkitWi)]ki,<

(14)

where evjtl is the standard Levi-Citiva symbol and no, is the
local background electron density (summation over repeated Greek subscripts is understood).
The radiation field at the receiver antenna location rs is
thus given byz7
Es(rsJ)

“r,

(J,*e, k,

lc

k, IVAI IK y/2

exp(&;r,

- io,t)

+ *a-,
(15)

where the summation is over all wave numbers k, that lie on
the surface A = 0 such that the group velocity (in the direction VA) is parallel to the observer position vector r,. Here
e, is the normalized polarization of the scattered electric
field, and A is defined by

+Eafi(ks,~,)

9
I

fSnsBa

[a, - Eco(ki,ai)]aB,(k,o)

(16)

I
with K the Gaussian curvature of the surface A = 0 at the
points k, . [An explicit expression for K is given later in Eq.
(20).] Lighthil12’ has examined the special case when the
Gaussian curvature is zero at these k,. In these cases, the
Fourier inversion of Eq. ( 14) exhibits poles that come from
inflection points (points of zero curvature) on the dispersion
surface A = 0. This results*’ in a focusing effect which
yields a cuspidal edgesuch that the electric field E, has a farfield asymptotic decay -r,- 5’6. For a nonzero solid angle
around this cuspidal edge direction, the Fourier inversion
leads to an Airy integral from which one can determine a
continuous variation between this singular cuspidal edge
field decay z r*- ‘I6 and the spherical wave decay z r - ‘. For
perpendicular propagation and away from the O-mode cutoff layer (a # 1), the Gaussian curvature is always nonzero
and so we do not discuss these effects further here.
On calculating the average power at the antenna position rs, one can determine the differential scattering cross
section per unit ray solid angle,

)k,o

no30

--

2%4

Im

a

(17)

w&
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fluctuation levels are of similar magnitudes). Thus the crosscorrelation terms are also neglected.
For perpendicular scattering, Eq. (21), the ray rs and
the scattered wave vector k, are parallel since the angle between these vectors S,,

where
be&

[ecxp(ki*Wi) - S,]e,g,

a,9easye~~[er;B(ks,uS) -a,]
be = t

I

[ [ Epy(ks,u,) - ‘6, ] (k,y6,c - ki,aacy

-2

+

[Eyp(ki,Oi) -S,]e,,,

[‘vc(ki@i)

$[eyc
s

(k,~,

-S,,]

1 -

[k,S,,

6,

]ki,yaaS

(1 -N’)flcosQ,
sini9,
6, = f tan - ’ [~2sin4~,+4~(1-~)2c0S26,]“2
(

+ k,,6,])

1
ei,&

= 0,

N,‘Ni
[eS~(k,~,k,~]
= cki/oi and

(19)

[e~y~m(k~~ih,,]
ck,/w, are the

’

where Ni
N, =
refractive indices for the incident and scattered waves, and the Gaussian
curvature K,
cos2S

K=

(

1 +sin26, -22

N,

d 2N
dO,z )

sin pS cos 6,
sin S,
’
(20)

with 19,being the angle between B, and k,, andp, is the angle
between B, and rS (see Fig. 1). Here 6, is the angle between
the wave vector k, and the ray direction rs and is given by
tan 6, = - aNs/aes.
In evaluating the geometric form factors in Eq. ( 17), it
can be noted from Eqs. ( 18)-( 20) that only the incident and
scattered frequencies,wi and oS, occur. Moreover, since we
stay away from resonances,w,/k and o,/k$ electron thermal speed. Hence it is permissible to use the cold plasma
dielectric tensor approximation. This is further justified by
the relativistic calculations of Batchelor et aL2* who conclude that the cold plasma dispersion relation can even be
usedover most ofparameter spaceto determine ray paths up
to electron temperatures T, < 20 keV. In our proposed diagnostic, we will be interested in microwave beam frequencies
below the electron gyrofrequency so that only the O-mode
cutoff is relevant to the physics of the scattering process.The
relativistic correction to the location of the O-mode cutoff
layer yields only a mild radial inward shift due to the temperature-dependentincreasein the electron cutoff densityWz8
This shift in the O-mode cutoff layer is only appreciable for
electron temperatures > 20 keV.
C. Special case-Propagation

perpendicular

t-211

oS~oi since the scattering is from low-frequency fluctuations. Moreover, to leading order, the effect of velocity fluctuations on the differential scattering cross section can be
neglected since these are basically O(v2/c2). For propagation perpendicular to the magnetic field, the contribution of
the cross correlations’ (S&B)-form factors in Eq. (17) is
found to be lower than that from the magnetic fluctuations
by a few orders of magnitude (even if the corresponding
622
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where the upper sign (lower sign) is for the 0 (X) mode.
The Gaussian curvature K for the scattered mode, Eq. (20),
reduces to
0 mode: K, = N:,
X mode: K, = 2 - Ni .
(23)
Notethat in thelimita- 1 (i.e.,@-w,,), No -0so that the
Gaussian curvature for the 0 mode K, -+0. This special case
of a = 1, with its singular cuspidal effects and the required
matching ofthe wave amplitudes across this singularity, will
be discussedelsewhere.
The density fluctuation factors in the cross section are
given by
Roe If;00 I2 = Q’,
R,,lfxx12=
[a2/(1 -a-P)41i$(l
+ [Cl -P)(l-2a)

-8-+

a2)sin2$

a212cos2~I,

Rxo IiTxoI”= 0,

(241

Rex Ilox I2 = 0%
where 4 is the scattering angle, the angle between k, and k,.
The subscript notation 00, XX, X0, and OX refers to
0 --+0, X -+ X, X--t 0, and 0 -.X mode conversion, respectively.
If the magnetic spectrum (SB,SBC) is diagonal, then
the contribution of the magnetic tluctuation factors to the
cross section is
R,, (up@B,Q)

loo = 0,

Rx, (a,$W,JBc)
= [a/(1 -a
+4Ptl
Rx,

lxx
-P)14<[P

+ (1 -a)212sin2(b

-d2COS2qw3~),

(q$(~B,Q

> ho

= (N,/Nx)[a4/(1

to BO

Consider the special caseof propagation perpendicular
to the magnetic field B, ,
ei =90”=8,;

(221

(18)

,

and ei is the incident wave polarization. The factor
R=

)

+PW;)
Rex [a,$%&&
= (Nx/No)[a4/(l

-a-/?)21[(l

-a12(SB:)

1%
) 1 ox
-a-f3)2]

XC[Psin*@+ (1 -a)‘cos2q5](SB~)
+ [(l -a)2sin2~+~cos2~](SB~)),
(25)
where (SB : ) is the magnetic spectrum in the propagation
direction, (SB:) is the spectrum in the polarization direction, and (SB i} the spectrum in the magnetic field direction. If the perpendicular components are equal,
(SB : ) = (SB z >= (SB : >, then Eq. (25) simplifies to
Vahala, Vahala, and Bretz
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Rx0 (a,a~@B,SB5)lx0 = (No/N, ) [a4/( 1 - a - ,@*I
X[B+
(1 -a)“l@B:),
Rox(a,a~@B,~B,))ox = Wx/No)[a4/(l --a --PI21
X[B+

(1 -a)*l(SBf).

(26)

For simplicity, we shall assumefor the rest of this calculation that the perpendicular magnetic componentsare equal.
It is interesting to note that for forward scattering+ = o”, the
ratio of magnetic to density form factors for X -+X scattering
reduces to that derived from the simple Landau-Lifshitz’
formalism [ Eq. ( 10) 1.
We can immediately conclude from Eq. (24), that there
is no 0 --*X or X + 0 mode conversiondue to scattering from
density fluctuations. We had deducedthis earlier in the Introduction, basedon physical arguments on the impossibility of polarization changesdue to scalar fluctuating quantities. On the other hand, from Eq. (26), mode conversion
0 + X or X + 0 has a nonzero cross section becauseof magnetic fluctuations.
Now the scattering volume V, is the region in which the
incident beam and the scattered beam intersect within the
plasma. For millimeter radiation this scattering volume can
be quite localized ( VK z severalcm3) if the scattering angle
defined by cos - ’(k,*k,/k,k, ) is large. Thus, from Eq. (24),
if V, is chosento lie closer to the O-mode cutoff layer then
the scattering cross section for O-X will be considerably
higher than that for X-0 mode conversion, since within
V, the refractive index No ( 1 while N, =: 1. In particular,
for an incident 0 mode propagating perpendicular to B, in
an inhomogeneous plasma, transformation scattering by
magnetic fluctuations in front of the O-mode cutoff layer
will generate an X mode that can penetrate through this
cutoff and be detected.The incident O-mode, however, will
be reflected back out of the inhomogeneousplasma. Hence
this O-X mode scattering appearsto be a viable diagnosticI for magnetic fluctuations.

FIG. 1. The scattering
geometry. T’he magnetic field is in the z direction.
The incident wave vector ki is in the x-z plane, with 0, the angle betweenki
and B, . The incident ray r, is also in the x-z plane and makes an angle 6;
with k,. Similarly the scatteredwave vector k, and the scatteredray r, are in
the same plane with the corresponding angles 0, and 6,. Here 4 is the angle
between the k,-B, plane and the k*-B,, plane.

(8, ) is typically an order of magnitude lower than (Si ). For
notation simplicity, we will now suppressthe averagenotation, ( ), on the angles.
In Fig. 2, the magnetic form factor in the 0 -+ X differential scattering cross section, Eq. ( 17),
F(SBf),,
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R,,

cos Si cos S, fi
-a
a2
KX

a*
yy

(27)

is plotted as a function of a = c&/o:. Here, we model the
to be diagonal with
magnetic fluctuation tensor (SB,SB,)
the componentsperpendicular to B, being equal. It is found
that this magnetic form factor F(SB : Iox is basically independent of the microwave beamwidths A, and has a weak
dependenceon the scattering angle 4. As wi +wPe, there is a
significant increasein F( SB : ) ox. Thus the power scattered
Magnetic Form Factor Dependenceon B,

III. EFFECTS OF FINITE BEAMWIDTHS ON
PERPENDICULAR 0+X MODE SCATTERING

We must now consider the effects of finite beamwidths
on both the incident and scatteredbeams,since only for exactly perpendicular propagation to B, is the O-+X mode
transition possible only from magnetic fluctuations. In particular, for finite beamwidths, R,, Ilox I*#0 but small. This
will allow for some 0 -+X mode conversion by density fluctuations and so possibly mask the signal from the mode conversion scattering causedby magnetic fluctuations.
The beamwidths considered here have a total angular
spread A about the mean wave vector angles (Bi) = 90”
= (0,). Thus, from Fig. 1, (4) is the average scattering
angle (between the wave vectors) for the finite beamwidth
microwaves. For incident perpendicular O-mode propagation, the averageangle (Si ) betweenthe wave vector ki and
ray ri is nonzero only becauseof the finite beamwidth. Here
increases as oi-+op:
(Si)z - 1.2” for
(4)
a = w$/oz = 0.95, while (Si) z - 0.1”for a = 0.5. For the
scattered perpendicular X mode, the corresponding angle

=

l
0

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

FIG. 2. The variation of the magnetic form factor, Eq. (25)) for O-+ X mode
conversion for severalmagnetic fields B,; p = at/o: and a = o&/of. This
form factor is insensitive to the angular beamwidths and has a weak dependence on the scattering angle 4. It increasessignificantly as the incident frequency oi +oP, the O-mode cutoff frequency and is somewhat higher for
lower B, becauseof the geometric factors.
Vahala, Vahala, and Bretz
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Density

Form

Factor

Dependence

106 ?

on

Microwave

Beamwidths

6)
A=1
(ii)

A=2

(iii)

A=5
’ i
0.5

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

1

0.9

FIG. 3. The variation of the density form factor, Eq. (26), for O-X mode
scattering with fl= c&/o: = 4.0 for various angular widths: (i) angular
width = 59 where the upper curve is for perpendicular scattering 4 = 90”
and the lower curve is for forward scattering 4 = 0”; (ii) angular
width = 2’, where the upper curve is for 4 = 90”and the lower curve is for
d = 90”; (iii) angular width = I’, where the upper curve is for CJS
= 90”, and
the lower curve is for c,+= 0”.

from magnetic fluctuations and reaching the detector is significantly increasedif in the scattering volume V, the incident microwave frequency wi is close to the O-mode cutoff
layer. There is a slight decreasein the magnetic form factor
as B, increases-this is due to the geometric factor R,, /K,
for the 0 -+X scattering.
The effectsof microwave beamwidth on the corresponding density form factor in the 0 -X cross section, Eq. ( 17))
(28)
F@n*),, = UC,, cos Si cos 6,/K, )114,, /*
is shown in a semilog plot in Fig. 3. As expected,the density
form factor -+0 as the beamwidth A -0. Moreover, the density form factor decreasesas the scattering angle C$decreases
from 90”to 0”but the rate of this decreaseis strongly dependent on a.
The contribution from magnetic fluctuations to the
scattered power over that coming from density fluctuations
is, from Eqs. (17), (27), and (28),

MSB:
da(Sn*),,

)0x

I;(SB: Iox W:)/B;
=

F(&z*)~~

(Sn*>/n;,

’

(29)

In Figs. 4 and 5 the form factor ratio F( SB f ) ox /F( Sn* ) ox
is consideredunder various conditions. The semilog plot in
Fig. 4 examinesthis form factor ratio for various microwave
beamwidths and magnetic field strengths assuming forward
scattering (+5= O”), while in Fig. 5 this ratio is considered
for various scattering angles4 at fixed beamwidth and magnetic field. The ratio F(SB : )ox /F(Sn*),,
is optimized by
choosing higher P (i.e., higher magnetic fields B,) and
smaller microwave beamwidths. On the other hand, this
form factor ratio gradually decreasesas a- 1, with the decreasefor p = 2.25 being a factor of 1.1 faster than that for
fl= 4.0. However, from Figs. 2 and 3, one notes that the
power scattered increases by an order of magnitude as
a = 0.5 increases to a = 0.9 while the contribution from
624
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I

0.6

I

0.7

I’ r---la

t
0.8

1

0.9

FIG. 4. The dependenceof the magnetic/density form factor on B,, as a
function of a = c$.J’w~ for various angular widths A at fixed forward scattering angle 41= 0. The upper curve for A = 1 is for j3 = c&./of = 4.0,
while the lower curve is for fi = 2.25. Note that this form factor ratio decreasesas w, -We (i.e., as a- 1) with the optimal choice being the smallest
angular widths and higher magnetic field. It should be remembered,
though, that the actual power reaching the detector increasessignificantly
as X - 1, as can be seenfrom the monotonic behavior in the respectiveform
factors (Figs. 2 and 3).

magnetic fluctuations to that signal decreasesby a factor of
2. Theseopposing effectsmust be weighed against the problem of obtaining an adequatesignal at the receiver versusthe
expectedlevel of magnetic to density fluctuations. For values of a very close to the O-mode cutoff, one must resort to
amplitude matching acrossthis cutoff layer. Someattempt29
has been made to perform this amplitude matching as it appears to give the possibility that even for forward scattering
the measurementof (SB “) can be localized to some degree
by the local increase in amplitude of the 0 mode near its
cutoff (a = 1). This effect is currently under investigation
and the results will be reported elsewhere.
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FIG. 5. The dependenceofthe magnetic/density form factor on the scattering angle d as a function of a = w&/of at fixed angular width A and Be.
This form factor ratio decreasesas wi -+wP (i.e., as o- 1) for fixed c#,Although forward scattering (4 = 0’) yields the largest form factor ratio, it
doesso at the expenseof a large scattering volume V, and the loss of spatial
resolution. This ratio is somewhat insensitive to the scattering angle if
&45”over a large ratio of incident frequenciesw,. For frequenciesclose to
the O-mode cutoff layer, the form factor ratio is insensitive to 4,
Vahala, Vahala, and Bretz
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IV. RAY TRACING FOR PERPENDICULAR
PROPAGATION TO B

Plasma inhomogeneitiesare consideredin the propagation of the microwave beamsto and from the scattering volume by using the TORCH~’ ray tracing code in a TFIR plasma. In particular, we consider refractive effectson a bundle
of incident O-modesand a bundle of scatteredX modes,both
with a total beamwidth A = 5”. For perpendicular propagation of the 0 mode ( Bi = 90”) and the scattered X mode
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FIG. 6. Ray tracing of an incident bundle of 0 modes with beamwidth
A = S, frequency o,/2a = 45 GHz in TFTR, incident from the high field
side. The 0 modes approach the O-mode cutoff layer and are then refracted
from the plasma. Three representativescattered X-mode bundles of angular
width A = 5’are considered for (a) scattering angle d = o”, (b) scattering
angle 4 = 45’, and (c) scattering angle 4 = 90”.
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(19,= 90”) relative to the magnetic field B, these modes retain their identity as they propagate through a slowly varying inhomogenous plasma, i.e., the polarization of these
modes remains invariant relative to the local magnetic field
in the eikonal approximation. This is also consistentwith the
observation3i of tokamak emission at 2w,, in which the perpendicularly polarized mode retained its orientation relative
to local field B in the emitting layer as well as to the magnetic
field B at the plasma edge.
In Fig. 6, a bundle of 0 modes at wi/27r = 45 GHz and
beamwidth A = 5”are incident from the high magnetic field
side with Z > 0. They are reflectedat the O-mode cutoff layer
at r = r*, where wi = wpe(r*), and then refracted back out
of the plasma. Refractive effectson a bundle of X modeswith
beamwidth A = 5”are shown in Figs. 6 (a)-6 (c) for various
scattering angles 4 as they emanatefrom a given scattering
volume V,. In Fig. 7, the bundle of 0 modes are incident
from the low field side and oriented to passthrough the plasma center, while in Fig. 8 the O-mode bundle is incident
from below in the vertical direction. Theseare representative
TFTR ray tracing plots and no optimization (e.g., on the
incident O-mode frequency,...) is attempted here.
We restrict ourselvesto several comments on these ray
tracing results.
( 1) Since the O-mode cutoff layer acts as a filter for the
incident 0 beam, forward scattering is particularly attractive from an experimental point of view. Refractive effectson
the emergentX beam can be significant if the scatteredbeam
traversesa large poloidal cross section,
(2) One should be able to use beam and viewing dumps
to avoid signal detection contamination between the incident and scattered beams. In Fig. 8(c), the caseof perpendicular scattering 4 = 90”, the reflected-refracted O-mode
beam could be distinguished from the scattered X-mode
bundle becauseof the frequency shift w in the scattered signal (w, = wi + w). Moreover, by choosing V,, to lie sufficiently below the O-mode cutoff layer (and by optimizing
the incident O-mode frequency wi ), the emergent0, modes
and X modes can be spatially nonoverlapping, with the Omode power not contaminating the X-mode signal at the
detector.
(3) Relativistic effect? on the ray paths are unimportant for the TFTR parametersunder consideration and with
the incident and scattered microwave beam frequenciesbelow the electron cyclotron frequency. This was verified by
running the TORCH code3’with the weakly relativistic dispersion relation. The corresponding relativistic radial inward shift of the O-mode cutoff layer was also found to be
negligible.

Phys. Fluids El, Vol. 4, No. 3, March 1992

RESOLUTION FOR LARGE ANGLE

For large angle scattering, one needs to consider the
effectsof 0 -+0 mode scattering from V, by density fluctuations and how this signal at the receiver can be distinguished from the 0+X scattering from magnetic fluctuations. The respective scattered modes have different
polarizations which can be resolved if the relative scattered
power from thesetwo processesis around 10 - 3, easily withVahala, Vahala, and Bretz
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FIG. 7. Ray tracing of an incident bundle of 0 modes with beamwidth
A = 5”, frequency 0,/2rr = 45 GHz in TFTR, incident from the low field
sideand oriented to passthrough the plasmacenter. The 0 modesapproach
the O-mode cutoff layer and are then refracted from the plasma. Three representativescattered X-mode bundles of angular width A = 5”are considered for (a) scattering angle 4 = O’, (b) scattering angle I$ = 45”, and (c)
scattering angle 4 = 90”.

FIG. 8. Ray tracing of an incident bundle of 0 modes with beamwidth
A = 5*, frequency w,/2?r = 45 GHz in TFTR, incident from below. The 0
modes approach the O-mode cutoff layer and are then refracted from the
plasma. Three representativescattered X-mode bundles of angular width
A = 5”are consideredfor (a) scattering angle 4 = O”, (b) scattering angle
4 = 45*, and (c) scattering angle 4 = 90”.

in the resolution of typical m illimeter and m icrowave antennas. For small scattering anglesq3one can easily avoid this
polarization resolution problem by choosing incident crosssectionalpositions such that the 0 mode will encounter the
O-modecutoff layer and be deflectedfrom the detector location.
626
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The ratio of the cross section for O-X scattering from
magnetic fluctuations to that for 0 -* 0 scattering from density fluctuations is
d&B:),

=F@B%,,

(SB:)/B;

d4cSn2),o

- Fk%z2),,

(Sn2>/n&

’

(301

where the ratio FC’(6B 2 1ox /F( Sn2 loo for large anglescatterVahala. Vahala, and Bretz
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tant that the power scattered by this 0-X-X
mismatchdensity fluctuation process be significantly less than the
power scattered by magnetic fluctuations in the 0 +X conversion.
However, we find that these effects at the plasma edge
will not mask the scattering from magnetic fluctuations in a
low shear plasma. Indeed, from the full wave calculations of
Brambilla and Moresco33 for a tokamak, one finds that the
power fraction of the incident 0 mode that is converted to an
X mode due to polarization mismatch at the edgeis z 10 - 5.
The corresponding cross-sectionratio is

da(SB: 10-x

F(SB 2)0x
= F(Sn2),,

d46n2),,,,,

(SB: j/B:

X105, (32)

(Sn2)/n&

where
FIG. 9. A plot of the relative form factors for O-X conversion from magnetic fluctuations to O-O scattering from density fluctuations. This curve
is insensitive tog = of/of. Only large angle scattering is considered, since
for forward scattering it is relatively easy to choose parameters in an inhomogeneousplasma for the scattered 0 mode to be reflected from its cutoff
layer and out of the detector region.

ing is shown in Fig. 9, where F( Sn*),

is detined by

F(Sn2), = (R, cos si cos 6,/K, ) Igo 12.
This form factor ratio is insensitive to8 = wz/02. If the relative levels of magnetic to density fluctation levels are on the
order of
@B:)/B: ~5xlo-~
(31)
(sn’)/n;,
’
then, from Fig. 9, it appearsthat choices of lower a may be
neededfor polarization resolution of the scattered X mode
(from magnetic fluctuations) from the scattered 0 mode
(from density fluctuations) if one wishes to use large angle
scattering. For small angle scattering, the polarization resolution problem can be easily avoided. It should also be remembered that Eq. ( 3 1) is a fluctuation estimate for magnetic and density fluctuations within a specific frequency
rangew=w, -oi.
Becauseof possiblepolarization resolution problems for
large angle scattering, the complementary scattering caseof
X -+0 conversion (due to magnetic fluctuations) and X+X
scattering (due to density fluctuations) is discussedin Sec.
VII.
VI. POLARIZATION
PLASMA EDGE

MISMATCH AND SHEAR AT THE

Another nonideal effect that needs to be considered is
that of the polarization mismatch of the incident 0 mode
with the magnetic field at the plasma edge.It arisesfrom two
distinct process:(i) an imprecise knowledge of the magnetic
field direction at the plasma edge, and (ii) shear-induced
mismatch, which predominantly occurs also at the plasma
Theseedgemismatcheswill result in somegeneraedge.32*33
tion of X modes. This edge X mode can then scatter from
density fluctuations (X+X> into the detector. It is impor627
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F(6n2),,

= (R,,

cos t& cos 6,/K,

) II&

12.

For small forward scattering angles4, and for valuesa = 0.8
and B = 4.0, one finds
F(SB2),,/F(Sn2),,
z-85,
(33)
while for lower a = w&/w: = 0.5, this ratio -425. This
high ratio for small forward scattering anglesat a = 0.5 can
be readily understoodby noting that for exactly perpendicular scattering with 4 = 0” one finds F( Sn2)xx = 0. For
j?> 2, there will thus be a sharp maximum in the ratio Eq.
(33) for a = [fi(fi - 1) ] “* - (p - 1) ~0.4-0.5. For perpendicular scattering 4 = 90”and a = 0.8, this ratio --)15.
It should be noted that even if the Bambrilla-Moresco
factor of lo- 5 becomes difficult to achieve, one can then
choose scattering parameters that exploit the region in
which the form factor F( Sn2)xx -to and thereby offset any
higher polarization mismatch factor.
Equations (32) and (33), together with the use of the
region in which F( Sn2),, -0, indicate the accuracy levels
that need to be obtained to offset the launch polarization
mismatch as well as magnetic shear-induced mismatch at
the plasma edgewhich could cloud the experimental observation of magnetic fluctuation scattering.

VII. INCIDENT X-MODE SCATERING

Here we consider the caseof X+0 scattering by magnetic fluctations. The relative contributions to the scattered
power from magnetic and density fluctuations in an X-+0
mode conversion,
WGB: 1x0
ddSn2),,

F(6B2)xo

(SB:)/B:

= F(F(Sn2),,

(&z’)/n;,

(34)
’

where the form factor ratio F(SB2),,/F(Sn2),,
F(Sn2),,

= (Rx,

F(SB’),,

= (R,,

with

COSsi cOS s,/KCJ 1 15x0 I29
cos Si cos 6,/K,

) (P/a2

1 q;,

has a very similar dependenceon the angular beam1
^ -. width and
scattering angle 4 as in the 0 +X mode case (CL Figs. 4 and
5). In particular, in Fig. 10 we plot this ratio for fl= 2.25
and a narrow angular width of A = 1”.On comparing this to
Vahala, Vahala, and Bretz
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Reflection/Refraction of all O-mode with I$ z 50*
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Fig. 5 for the 0-X case, we see that forward scattering is
more advantageousfor X -+0 scattering, while there is basically no differencein these correspondingform factor ratios
for large angle scattering.
Plasma inhomogeneity effects are very different from
that of O-X scattering and are shown in Fig. 11 for an
incident beam propagating from below. The incident X
mode will penetratethrough the plasma cross section (provided the plasma density is not too large: typically a < 5).
Again, the scattering volume V,, is to be chosento lie in front
of the O-mode cutoff layer-otherwise the scattered0 mode
will be evanescentand undetectable.Dependingon the location of V, and for small forward scattering angles,the scattered 0 mode can reach the O-mode cutoff layer and then be
reflected/refracted out of the plasma. In Fig. 11(a), for a
scattering angle of 4 = go”, V, is so located that the scattered 0 modes do not reach the O-mode cutoff layer. However, with this same V,, volume, all 0 modeswith scattering
angler$< 50”reach the cutoff layer and can be refracted into
the same localized detector region. This is shown in Fig.
11(b). This has the clear advantage of a much enhanced
signal at the detector. By lowering the scattering volume V, ,
the scattered0 modes at 4 = 90”no longer encounter the Omode cutoff layer and arejust refracted out from the plasma.
For incident X modes, unlike the case for incident 0
modes,there is now little difficulty in the polarization resolution of the 0 mode scattered by magnetic fluctuations
from the X mode scatteredby density fluctuations. The correspondingform factor ratio also increasesas a -+ 1, Fig. 12.
This result should be contrasted with that for incident 0
modes,Fig. 9, which is insensitive to fi = &./wf.
Hence it appearsthat incident microwave X modes can
be a very powerful tool for detecting magnetic fluctuations.
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FIG. 1 I. Ray tracing of a bundle of X modes with angular width A = Sq
frequency w,/2n = 45 GWz, incident from below in a TFTR plasma. The
incident X mode is refracted as it passesthrough the cross section and the
scattering volume is sochosen that (a) the scattered 0 modesat 4 = 90”do
not encounter the O-mode cutoff layer, but (b) all the scattered 0 modes
with d < SCPare refiected from the cutoff layer and refracted into a localized
detector region. (cl By lowering the location of the V,, the scattered 0
mode with d = 45”doesnot encounter the cutoff layer and is refracted into a
different region.

VIII. SUMMARY

Here we have examined the possibilities of using microwave scattering perpendicular to the magnetic field to detect
magnetic fluctuations whose fluctuation levels are orders of
magnitude below that of the density fluctuations. The scattering cross section is calculated for either incident 0 modes
628
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or incident X modesfrom both magnetic and density fluctuations in a scattering volume V,, , where V, is definedby the
intersection of the incident beam with the scattered beam,
For sufficiently localized V,, , this cross section can be determined from the locally homogeneousformalism of Site&o
Vahala, Vahala, and Bretz
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while the toroidal effectson the incident and scatteredwaves
are included by the use of ray tracing techniques.
This is the first calculation that examinesboth ray tracing and possible experimental difficulties with polarization
resolution for the important special case of scattering perpendicular to the magnetic field. From ray tracing, it is
found that the O-mode cutoff layer at the local plasma frequency can be exploited both for incident 0 modes (in which
the cutoff layer acts as a filter) and for incident X modes (in
which the cutoff layer acts as a focusing reflector). A more
careful treatment is required if the scattering volume V, is
so chosenthat scattering occurs at the O-mode cutoff layer.
As regards experimental polarization lim itations, we have
considerednonideal effects such as the polarization resolution of the detector, the polarization m ismatch of the incident m icrowaveswith the magnetic field at the plasmaedge,
as well as the generation of unwanted modes due to mode
conversion due to magnetic shear effects. It is found that
polarization m ismatch at the plasmaedgewith the direction
of the edge magnetic field presents no problems for a low
shear tokamak plasma. However, the polarization resolution of the transmitter and detector antennacould posesome
difficulties, especiallyfor large angle scattering of incident 0
modes. For small forward scattering angles there is little
resolution problem for incident 0 modes.On the other hand,
for incident X modes and arbitrary scattering angles, it is
found that there are no significant polarization resolution
problems.
We conclude that magnetic fluctuations in a tokamak
plasma can be detectedby m icrowave scattering:
( 1) for incident 0 modes, polarization resolution considerationsare important and thesecan be satisfiedfor small
forward scattering angles;
(2) for incident X modes,clever localization of the scat-
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